We consider optimization of hybrid imaging systems including a phase mask for enhancing the depth of field and a digital deconvolution step. We propose an image quality criterion that takes into account the variability of the system's point-spread function along the expected defocus range and the noise enhancement induced by deconvolution. Considering the classical cubic phase mask as an example, we show that the optimization of this criterion may lead to filter parameters that are significantly different from those usually proposed to ensure the strict invariance of the PSF. © 2009 Optical Society of America OCIS codes: 110.7348, 110.4280, 110.4100, 100.1830. In traditional imaging systems, the purpose of the optics is to provide an image as sharp as possible. This image might then be postprocessed to reveal information relevant to the aimed application, but optimization of the optics and of the postprocessing stage are performed separately. Conversely, in a hybrid imaging approach [1], the optics and the postprocessing step are designed together: the image provided by the camera is generally blurred and becomes sharp only after the postprocessing. Such a design allows one to relax the constraints on the imaging lenses and to obtain a better performance at lower fabrication cost. Using this principle, Cathey and Dowski proposed to include a cubic phase mask that makes the point-spread function (PSF) insensitive to defocus and an appropriate postprocessing step to recover the quality of the image [1,2]. Different types of phase masks have been proposed to enhance the depth of field, such as exponential [3] , logarithmic [4], polynomial [5] , and rational phase masks [6] . These masks depend on parameters that are optimized with respect to an aimed application. In such an approach, two effects can degrade the quality of the final image. The first one is the variation in the PSF with respect to defocus, whereas the deconvolution filter is unique. The second one is the noise enhancement owing to deconvolution, which increases as the imaging system has a low spatial bandpass behavior. With usual phase masks, the more invariant to defocus the PSF is, the more they degrade the performance of the postprocessing algorithms.
In traditional imaging systems, the purpose of the optics is to provide an image as sharp as possible. This image might then be postprocessed to reveal information relevant to the aimed application, but optimization of the optics and of the postprocessing stage are performed separately. Conversely, in a hybrid imaging approach [1] , the optics and the postprocessing step are designed together: the image provided by the camera is generally blurred and becomes sharp only after the postprocessing. Such a design allows one to relax the constraints on the imaging lenses and to obtain a better performance at lower fabrication cost. Using this principle, Cathey and Dowski proposed to include a cubic phase mask that makes the point-spread function (PSF) insensitive to defocus and an appropriate postprocessing step to recover the quality of the image [1, 2] . Different types of phase masks have been proposed to enhance the depth of field, such as exponential [3] , logarithmic [4] , polynomial [5] , and rational phase masks [6] . These masks depend on parameters that are optimized with respect to an aimed application.
In such an approach, two effects can degrade the quality of the final image. The first one is the variation in the PSF with respect to defocus, whereas the deconvolution filter is unique. The second one is the noise enhancement owing to deconvolution, which increases as the imaging system has a low spatial bandpass behavior. With usual phase masks, the more invariant to defocus the PSF is, the more they degrade the performance of the postprocessing algorithms.
We propose in this Letter an optimization criterion that results from a compromise between these two antagonistic effects. Taking the classical cubic phase mask as an example [1, 2] , we will show that such an optimization leads to mask parameters that are significantly different from those reported for the strict invariance of the PSF. The influence of pupil masks on the spectral signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) has been extensively investigated and shows a fundamental limit to the depth-of-field extension [7, 8] . However, to the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that the SNR after the deconvolution step is used as a pupil mask optimization criterion.
Let us denote by O͑r͒ the perfect incoherent object of the scene, where r denotes the spatial position, and by I͑r͒ the image intensity obtained with the optical system
where the symbol ‫ء‬ refers to the convolution operation, n͑r͒ is the measurement noise, and h ͑r͒ is the PSF of the optical system for a given defocus given by
where P͑r͒ is the pupil function, equal to 1 for r Յ 1 and 0 otherwise; ͑r͒ is the phase mask function; F denotes the Fourier transform; R is the radius of the aperture; and f, d o , and d i are the focal length, the object distance, and the image sensor plane distance, respectively. The field of view is assumed to be small enough for the optical system to be considered as a linear system. In this Letter, for simplicity's sake, we shall assume that the defocus is constant on the whole scene. However, the method we describe is also valid for 3D scenes where the distances of objects depend on their positions in the scene. Our goal is to get the most accurate estimator Ô ͑r͒ = d͑r͒ ‫ء‬ I͑r͒ of O͑r͒ assuming a linear deconvolution filter d͑r͒. We assume that n͑r͒ and O͑r͒ are stationary random processes, and we denote by S nn ͑͒ and S OO ͑͒ their respective power spectral densities (PSDs) defined by
where the symbol ϳ refers to the Fourier transform and denotes the spatial frequency.
The amount of noise in the scene is quantified by the input SNR in defined as SNR in ͑dB͒ = 10 log 10 ⌊ ͵ S OO ͑͒d Ͳ͵ S nn ͑͒d⌋.
͑4͒
The mean squared error (MSE) between the estimate and the true image is
This value depends on the defocus since I͑r͒ does.
In the definition of the MSE, one has to take care of the translation of the PSF as the defocus varies [1] , because the linear term in the phase transfer function varies. In the considered applications, a translation does not affect the image quality and consequently must have no effect on the MSE in Eq. (5).
For that purpose, to compute the MSE, we considered a translated version of the PSF defined in Eq. (2), which we denoted h c . For any value of , h c is centered at the same location as for = 0. The translation between h 0 and h is estimated as the position of the maximum of their cross correlation function. The MSE expression is a function of the signal and noise PSD,
It is a sum of two terms corresponding to the inadequate deconvolution filter with the actual PSF and the error caused by the noise. The criterion we propose to optimize is the MSE averaged over n MSE defocus values uniformly distributed in the range i ͓0, defoc max ͔,
and depends on the expression of the deconvolution filter. The deconvolution filter d ͑͒ that minimizes MSE mean is calculated by taking the derivative of MSE mean with respect to d ͑͒. The solution of this calculus is
͑8͒
We have checked that this optimal filter yields much lower values of MSE mean than a Wiener filter that would be designed using only the PSF at focus. This averaged Wiener filter depends on the object and the noise PSD and on the implemented phase mask. In general, neither the object nor the noise PSD is known, so that the filter in Eq. (8) cannot be rigorously implemented. However, since our purpose is to study the properties of the pupil mask and not the deconvolution method, we will use the ideal filter in Eq. (8) with x and y being the coordinates of the pupil, normalized to 1, and ␣ being a mask parameter, in a circular pupil. In our simulation, we considered the object to be a spoke target (ST) that contains high spatial frequencies. The input SNR is set at SNR in = 34 dB, and the maximal defocus value is defoc max = 15.75. Considering n d = 5 defocus values to average the deconvolution filter and n MSE = 11 defocus values evenly distributed in the defocus range to estimate MSE mean , the value of SNR out as a function of ␣ is displayed in Fig. 1 . The corresponding optimal phase mask parameter of ␣ = 15.74 leads to SNR out = 12.15 dB. It should be noticed that a slightly different criterion calculated, according to Eq. (11), by taking the smallest SNR in the range ͓0, defoc max ͔ has been also investigated and leads to very similar results: optimal parameters ␣ = 17, corresponding to SNR min = 11.04 dB,
with SNR i ͑dB͒ = 10 log 10΄ Figure 3 gives the deconvoluted images of the ST obtained for both ␣ values. At higher ␣, the results are noisier, as the mask has a lower-pass behavior, increasing the noise after the deconvolution process. On the other hand, the SNR is more constant over the defocus range than at optimal ␣ parameter because the PSF is less sensitive to defocus. The artifact occurring at extremities of the spokes only at lower values of ␣ is related to the filter mismatch between the different PSFs. The optimal value ␣ = 15.74 is thus a compromise between theses two effects, as the criterion SNR out has an effective correlation with the visual perception. Consequently, it can be stated that an optimal image quality can be achieved with a nonstrictly invariant PSF.
To illustrate this aspect, we have represented in Fig. 4 the optimal value of ␣ and its corresponding SNR out as a function of defoc max for two different SNR in values and two different images: the ST, and the classical "Lena" image, which contains mostly low spatial frequencies. It shows that the optimal value of ␣ increases with defoc max and with SNR in .
In conclusion, we defined an optimization criterion that takes into account the noninvariance of the PSF and the noise enhancement induced by the deconvolution process. It results in a trade-off between their two antagonistic effects. As illustrated, this criterion allows one to optimize the parameter of the cubic phase mask and points out that, even if the criterionoptimized phase mask provides a noninvariant PSF, an optimal image quality is achieved. An interesting perspective is to apply the proposed criterion to the comparison of different phase mask designs and to the optimization of hybrid imaging systems. 
